Book 44
NAMES
BIBLICAL
HEBREW ROOTS

Moshe Siselsender

VOLUME I
CIVIL LAWS

CIVIL LAWS ALL OVER THE WORLD HAVE THEIR ORIGIN FROM THE
Seven Nohadic laws given by God and practiced by Noah. These laws are recorded in the Bible and The Talmud. They are a gift preserved in their original form by the Jews. In addition to the millions of contributions Jews gave to the world the preservation of the Seven Nohadic laws ranks in the same league as the Ten Commandments in the Bible

Exod. 20:1-17
Dueteronomy 5:5-19.

Both sets of basic Principles of civilized behavior were preserved by Jews for humanity.

In 1907 archeologists unearthed 10,000 stone tablets the Hammurabi Codes that enshrined expanded and fleshed out in legislation the Seven Nohadic Laws. They were written in a dialect of Hebrew dated 4000 years ago.

1] Not to worship idols

Idol worship really means adoption of Pantheism. Pantheism is the distortion of the theological concept of God’s eternity and the thoughts of God. God is eternal beyond time and space. God eternally thought to CREATE; all the laws-the Torah; the Souls of all Jews Yisroel and non Jews -Abraham that are fundamental to creation; time and space all the spiritual and physical substances in creation;
angels, organic and inorganic substances; water, land, universes, galaxies, stars, planets, trees, flowers, vegetables, animals, birds, fish, reptiles.

Strict Monotheism make a distinction a divide between the eternity of God Himself and His thoughts. God is God. The thoughts the objects that God thought to create are not God.

Pantheism, on the other hand gives the objects created the status of God. If every thing is god then there exists no one who can claim exclusive authority. Then the stronger one the most powerfull can force all who are weaker to abide by his/her dictates. Then the stronger ones will enslave and kill the weaker ones. Then we have the dictatorship of survival of the fittest the stronger ones. Today the Religion of Science with the high priests of Evolution that are taught in the public schools funded with tax
payer's money defy the Constitutional insistence on separation of religion and state. Evolution is a religion, not science. The universe beginning billions of years ago by itself, with no God is a religion. No one is alive today billions of years old who can testify to this fact. This theory is a religious belief no different than all the religions ancient and existing today.

Public schools to be fair must teach all other religions in addition to the Scientific theories of the origin of the universe.

A by product of Pantheism gives some of the objects created the status of God. Hinduism for example believes that certain animals like a cow is another manifestation of God. The ancient Egyptians worshiped snakes.

Ancient Egyptian Greeks Romans believed that God gets a married virgin pregnant by
immaculate conception and she gives birth to a half man half God. Buddah, Herculius, Alexander the Great, Aristotle, Socrates, Plato were all believed, in addition to many more, were all believed to have fathers who are gods and virgin married mothers.

The title son of Elokim [God] was also given as an honorary title by Monotheists to outstanding scholars. Monotheists referred to Aristotle Socrates and Plato and Maimonides as sons of Elokim. Elokim is employed by the Talmud as referring to any Judicial body of human judges who get their authority to render judgement from God-the Seven Nohadic Principles and the Torah-Written-the Bible and Oral the Talmud.

The Seven Nohadic Principles are part of Jewish jurisprudence in addition to other commandments in the Torah Written and Oral.
the Talmud and Shulchan Aruch the Four Codes of Jewish Law.

[2] Not to kill
[3] Not to steal
[4] Not to commit adultery
[5] To create Civil and Criminal legislation
[6] To create bodies like police forces and armies to enforce the legislation and protect citizens and residence from hostile forces and attacking nations.
[7] Not to be cruel to animals.

These basic Principles given to Noah and the Ten Commandments have been incorporated in all legislative systems of civilized men since the dawn of civilization thanks to the Jews.

There exists an other Jewish gift to civilization.
All first names have their roots in Hebrew. This book will show how Anglo Saxon names have Biblical Hebrew roots. These names can be dissected into one or more parts and contain a sentence from Scripture.

This is the purpose of this book.

Civilization began in the Middle East where the language was Hebrew or a dialect close to Hebrew. As populations exploded people moved West East North and South. Europe Asia, Africa, North Central and South America, Australia New Zealand Japan Iceland and other islands were settled.

The people, however, kept their link to the Middle East by having the names they adopted come from Hebrew.
That is what I am now demonstrating in this book.
In my last correspondence I shared with you my brainstorm:

ELAINE has its source in the Hebrew ELAI that means my God. I wrote the Biblical source Psalms. I forgot the
precise citation. The citation is Psalms 22:2

The entire quotation is “ELAI ELAI LOMO AZAVTONI ROCHOK MISHOSI . DIVRAI SHAGOSI”

Translation: “My God My God why have you forsaken me You are distant from my salvation my cry for help goes unheeded”.

Background why so many names have a Hebrew source?

What language did Adam speak?

Scientists and archeologists claim that the universes and the stars and planets including this planet earth and man are millions if not billions years in their evolution.

I personally believe that they are correct, provided that there does not exist a Creator God.

What scientists claim using the latest art of scientific discoveries and achievements they are correct ,if there exists no Creator. . Scientists and space engineers succeeded landing a man on the moon, and a space ship
on Mars. They have succeeded having a space ship fly beyond the furthest planet. Man has invented the ultimate weapon of destruction the atom neutron and hydrogen bomb.

There exists only one flaw in the scientific theory of evolution.

No one is alive today who existed a million or a billion years when the big bang theory started the beginning of evolution.

The most that these scientists can say is that if there exists no Creator God and no miracles then it would take millions if not billions of years for evolution to unfold.

That statement I consider true.

Their evaluation of the age of the universe, in fact, strengthens the faith of all people who do believe that God is the source of creation. What would ordinarily take millions if not billions of years could not have been created in a fraction of an instant, unless miraculous by God.
Thus the Biblical narrative believed by Christians, Muslims, Jews of Creation in six days and Adam and Eve created at the end of six days makes sense.

However what language did Adam and Eve use?

The answer is Hebrew.

How do I know?

The answer is that in 1907 archeologists unearthed in Iraq 10,000 stone tablets written in ancient Hebrew that codified Hamurabi law. Archeologists dated the tablets as being over 4000 years old.

Hamurabi Law is one of many expressions of the "Seven Nohadite Laws"These are laws of co-existence for society God first gave Adam and Eve six basic Principles for the well being and co-existence for society.

[1] belief and worship of God [2] not to worship idols which is interpreted to mean not to believe in Pantheism.
Pantheism believes that everything in the universe is God. The stars, the planets, the earth, animals, water, the elements, all gases, fire, birds, insects, reptiles, all fish and sea creatures, men/women, trees, vegetables, fruits. They believe that one category of creatures crossbreed with another. Angels and gods crossbreed with humans, as well as, with animals. True, all creatures die but the species remains alive. The species eternally existed was never created because it is God. The Pantheists confuse the concept that God is eternal. God always wanted to create a universe with stars, planets, and the planet earth. God wanted to fill the earth with animals, birds, fish, and humans. The Pantheists blur the concept that God eternally wanted to create with the actual act of creation. The Pantheists refuse to integrate the concept that God created time and space before executing God’s grand scheme of creation. One who is a Pantheist owes no duty to respect, worship, or follow the dictates of a Higher Being. Everything is God. There exists no hierarchy of higher, more noble gods. There exist no laws that must be obeyed. Each human can elect and set up his/her own laws. Or better, a community of like-minded individuals can set up their own code. They can coerce all weaker individual to obey them and join them. The more powerful become the lords and the weaker ones, the serfs or slaves. That
is how different castes of society originated. They can enslave kill and rape all who are weaker. This according to Torah Judaism is Pantheism and idolatry. That is why God is so strict forbidding idolatry. Obviously the worship of man made idols does not warrant a moment’s notice However, what I described has tremendous social ramifications. There exists two passages in Bible Psalms that address the believers of Pantheism. Psalms 14:1 and Psalms 53:2 "Omor novol belibo ain Elokim”translation the novol the atheist thinks in his heart there exists no God. ”[If there exists no God then he-the atheist is God and can call all the shots. HE OR HIS GROUP OR NATION NEED NOT GIVE AN ACCOUNTING TO NO ONE; PROVIDING THEY ARE MORE POWERFUL THAN THEIR VICTIMS OR THE NATION OF THE VICTIMS. ]


Noah was given the additional law[7] of protecting animals from cruelty.
These seven Principles can be interpreted by each society in accordance with their own mores. As long as they do not discriminate against any one group. All society can create their own theology of who God is that they believe is absolute truth. As long as they do not force their absolute truth on others who refuse to adhere to their theology because they possess their own tradition.

The seven Nohadite Principle are deemed by Torah Judaism as Divine given by God to Adam and Eve and to Noah.

The Seven Nohadite Principles form the Divine backbone for all civilized societies.

Interestingly, when God gave the Ten Commandments at Sinai together with the Written and Oral Torah, The Seven Nohadite Principles were not abrogated, but just the opposite, integrated in the body of Law. In other words every human must observe all the laws in the society that he/she resides. Such fidelity to
civil law is in addition to the religious laws each individual is free to observe if they so elect.

Thus Adam and Eve passed on their legacy received from God to their descendants.

Populations exploded following the great flood described in the Bible at the time of Noah. Man woman left the Middle East and immigrated westward to Europe. While others immigrated east ward toward India China Russia Japan. and Americas.

However all men women possessed their mother tongue Hebrew that was modified over hundred and thousand of years since Creation of Adam and Eve 5775 years ago.

The fact that we see so many different religions each claiming that they possess the ultimate absolute truth
is to my mind what God really desires.

God does not care what woman/man man/woman consider the ultimate truth.

What God is concerned is that woman/man man woman do not kill others and force them to accept what they consider the absolute truth.

The last 4 of the 10 commandments all use the words "do not kill do not commit adultery do not steal do not bear false witness." the first of the last 10 uses the positive "honor your father and mother".

What God wants is for us to mind our own business and let others remain in error about the absolute truth if their religion to our minds is in error.

The last thing God wants is blood shed to force others to accept what to our minds is absolute truth. What I am
discussing now is considered the quality of Equity that God possesses.

That quality is embedded in the name TOMAS spelled backwards leaving out the S= AMOT or AMITAI = TRUTH OF EQUITY.

Sincerely,
Both Jewish and Catholic teachings state that "no good deed goes unrewarded." What a contrast to "no good deed goes unpunished."
I personally appreciate your input over and above what you must devote as my attorney. Taking my hand when we crossed the highway to ensure that I do not get struck by a car volunteering to come to my house to save me the trouble and not get lost proves your noble upbringing that has become part of your character.

Hebrew omits vowels. Consequently passages in the Scriptures lend themselves to multiple interpretations by employing multiple vowels under the consonants. Multiple meanings can also result by using English letters and reading the word from right to left.

Let us take your name using consonants only TM. Reading the letters from right to left we have the letter EM and the letter TEE=EMTEE

Hebrew permits you to add vowels to make the disjointed consonants sensible. We will add an I between the EM and the TEE = EMITEE= TRUTH FULL.
The name EMITAI a variant of AMITEE appears in the Bible Jonah 1:1. “And the word of God was to Jonah the son of Amitai saying”

One of my grandson’s Hebrew name is Amitai. One of my granddaughter’s name is Ema -using half the name of Emitai. Ema meaning mother.

Thus the name Tom has its roots from the Hebrew. I researched the Dictionary of Talmudic Literature by Professor Marcos Jastrow PHD, Practical Concordance of the Holy Scriptures by Rabbi H. Wachsman and American Heritage Dictionary. I am enclosing copies of my research.

The American Heritage Dictionary under Quinn confirms the Latin roots of FIVE FOLD. Under the word alphabet they start with the Hebrew alphabet. I marked off the Hebrew equivalent for TM - your name. You will be able to recognize all the entries under TOM in The Practical Concordance of the Holy Scriptures. They outline all the places the word TM appears in Scripture with the heading the name TM and
following -the place in Scriptures.

The Dictionary of Talmudic Literature traces the various areas in Talmudic Literature that the word Tom appears. The Talmudic literature is the basis for Jewish Ecclesiastic law called Hallacha translated the Path.

Jewish Ecclesiastic law appeared in written form at the same time as early Roman law. The Augustine and Julian Codes have many common legal principles as Jewish Ecclesiastic law called Hallacha translated The Way.

There exists a Jewish legend that the mother of Emperor Augustine was very close to the mother of Rabbi Judah, who organized basic Talmudic law. According to legend when there existed a Roman edict forbidding circumcision of Jewish babies the two mothers exchanged babies. Baby Judah was raised for several years by the mother of the future Roman emperor. What ever the truth, Rabbi Judah and Emperors Augustine and Justinian each commissioned scholars to compile a system of jurisprudence in all areas of law that surprisingly have many common principles as far as Common law and Equity are concerned.
Roman law was passed on to English law since Rome conquered England and remained there for centuries. English law was passed on to the American colonies. It formed the backbone of Common and Equity law that was amended to form Federal law and the laws of the American States.

Rabenu Tom was the name of one of the greatest teachers and jurist of Jewish Jurisprudence. He lived in the 1200s. As a matter of fact according to my research of our family tree Rabanu Tom is one of our ancestors.

When you have time, please read what these sources say about the name and word Tom and share with your Dad and Mom.
I. Famous Name Research

Mary

Mary is the version of the Hebrew Miriam. Miriam comes from the Hebrew root mar which means bitter. Miriam is a person who turns bitterness into sweet. Miriam is the person who is capable and is confident to
make changes. When others give up throw their hands in the air, Miriam finds a path a solution. She is able to reconcile what others claim can not co-exist. Miriam is not only wise but she is compassionate. Miriam is the ETERNAL MOTHER.

The Bible Exodus 1:15 discusses the two nurses who helped the Hebrew women give birth. It refers to Yocheved Miriam’s mother and Miriam. The Bible calls Yocheved Shifra and Miriam Puoh. These two women had an agency of nurse maids who served the Hebrew women giving birth. The evil Pharaoh ordered Shifra and Puoh to kill all new born Hebrew male babies. To save only the female babies. The bible discusses that these two women defied Pharaoh.

God blessed them that their offspring would become Kings and Priests. Yocheved gave birth to Miriam Aaron and Moses. Aaron was a Priest and his descendants were the clan of Priests. Moses was a King. Miriam married Kolev be Yefunah and their descendants were Kings beginning with David and Solomon.
I do not have to mention what the New Testament declares about the fame of Miriam called Mary. Of all the women in the world God elects Mary.

Other religions also copy the name and declare Miriam or variants of the name - Mary or Mari or Maya as the mother of their gods.

The Buddhists call her Maya. The Egyptians call her Isis Meri. Isis Mari is the real Madona. Archeologists discovered in the caves of Rome paintings on the wall of the caves under the city of Rome showing Isis Mari with baby Horus the Egyptian god. Rome was very closely allied with Egypt. First as a Protector of Egypt against the Greek emperors and then as co rulers with Egypt. Cleopatra the Egyptian Queen and Anthony the Roman emperor had several children together. Anthony made a will naming his children with Cleopatra as the future rulers of the combined Roman Egyptian empires. The will was never carried out, The reason was because Anthony’s army was defeated by a rival Roman contender to the Roman throne. Both Anthony and Cleopatra committed suicide.

Thus there existed Egyptian influence in Rome. That is
why there existed paintings of Isis Meri the Egyptian goddess in the catacombs underneath the city of Rome holding baby Horus. That is the original Madonna.

Isis Meri was worshiped by ancient Egyptians as the mother of all life. She was considered the mother of the sun and moon. She was considered the source for the Nile and water all over the world.

Thus the name Miriam with all variants is a very important person Mir [iam] spelled backwards is Ram. Ram in Hebrew means the greatest height. That is who your wife is.

One who is very great never can be hurt by any one crossing her. Who is crossing her or insulting her? They are like grasshoppers in comparison; otherwise they would not have stooped so low and insult her.

Thus she will always be happy. She will not be bored and will not be beset by depression. She will always be the helpmate to her husband. She and her husband will be the perfect role models for their children.
II. Famous Name Research

Eileen

Eileen is composed of two words and both come from the Hebrew.

Ei and Leen. Hebrew is written from right to left. Thus EI = IE = God. The Hebrew equivalents for I is the Hebrew letter Yud that looks like $\dagger$.

The Hebrew equivalent for E is the Hebrew letter Hey that looks like $\mathcal{H}$.

Yud Hay is the name for God - the God of Equity, Compassion and Mercy.

Leen likewise is the name of God.

God in Hebrew is Elohim. Hebrew in many instances fails to place vowels and uses only consonants. Thus Elohim would be rendered Lhm. Hebrew also interchanges letters N substitutes for M since they are...
formed by very similar positions of the lips.

Thus = LHM  As I mentioned Hebrew omits vowels. And permits the reader to place the vowels in order to make sense of the word. Thus we will place an E as a prefix to LHM= ELHM . We will place an O after the L = ELOHM. . We will place an I [The equivalent of EE of Eileen ] we now have ELOHIM the God of Common law the God of Justice.

Woman /man or man /woman were created in the image of God . Thus they possess a portion of the Soul of God and substance of God.

You Eileen also possess the names of God.
III. Famous Name Research

Maura

Maura comes from the Hebrew. In written Hebrew most times there appear only consonants Thus Maura becomes MR.

MR means a man. The English Mr. Is derived from the Hebrew MR.

MRTH in Hebrew means a woman. Thus MRS is derived from the Hebrew MRTH
The Hebrew letter TH is also pronounced S. THUS MRTH = MRS.

The title MRS is the most prestigious title every
woman should aim to acquire. It spells love stability security and continuation of the human race. God gave this gift only to woman. No man how famous or powerful can bear children. Every man no matter what the sexual orientation - homosexual is forced to employ a woman to bear his children. No woman no matter her sexual orientation - lesbian - is forced to have a man in order to bear children.

Thus God proves that the both women and men are inter dependent on each other- regardless of what they call their sexual orientation- in order for the human race to exist.

Sincerely,
The source and roots of your name and then of Eileen

I. Thomas

The source and roots are Hebrew.

Let us separate the TH from OMAS

OMAS = Truth.
pronounced omas

God’s name is OMAS

Bible Mich 7:20

"Titen omet leyaakov Chesed leavrohom asher nishbato lavosanu mimai kedem"

translation

"Grant [omet]-truth to Jacob and equity compassion to Abraham that you swore to our fathers"
II. EILEEN

The source and roots are Hebrew

EILEE means

My God !!!

The root of Eilee is EL that is a shortened form for Elokim that means God

The verse in Psalms “Eilee Eilee lomo azavtoni!!! ”

translation

“God  God why have you forsaken me!!!”

When Eileen was first born wasn’t your wife’s and your’s first reaction

“Oh my God !!!

What a beautiful baby !!!” ?

35
The name Eileen represents the cry of anguish to a heart rendering philosophic and theological dilemma.

Why do good people suffer and wicked people prosper?

The righteous person cries out Eilee Eilee lomo azavtoni!!! -translated God God why have you forsaken me!!!

Why there is no good deed that goes unpunished!!!

The answer that I believe is that God helps those individuals who help themselves.

Very rarely God performs miracles. This IS VERY UNFORTUNATE; BUT TRUE.

NO ONE SHOULD EVER DEPEND ON A MIRACLE.
THAT IS WHY SAVING A HUMAN LIFE TRUMPS ALL LAWS. WE DO NOT SAY IF A PERSON IS LAW ABIDING GOD WILL SAVE THEM.

- WE MUST ACT AS THOUGH THERE EXISTS NO GOD.-

THEN IF WE ACT

GOD WILL GRANT

THE ANSWER THE CURE TO OVERCOME ALL SOCIAL AND HEALTH PROBLEMS

That is why the name Eileen is so fitting for a very special and precious individual.

Sincerely,
In addition to my blessing you for health and long life past 120, I want to share with you some research regarding your name Sidney.

I am presently doing research for my upcoming book - *Names - Biblical Hebrew Roots*. It is my belief that all names have Biblical Hebrew Roots. Civilization began in the Middle East in Semitic language areas. In 1907 Archeologists discovered in Iraq 10,000 tablets comprising the Hammurabi Code written in a Semitic language that is very close to Hebrew. They dated the tablets back 4000 years.

As populations exploded people moved West and North and settled Europe England. They moved East and North and settled Russia Asia India Japan. They crossed the narrow waterway from Siberia and came to Alaska Canada North Central and South America.

Although they departed the Middle East they still retained their original identity by naming their children with names that have Hebrew roots.
I have already decoded many Anglo Saxon names.

Besides the Bible the world owes a debt to the Jews for their Anglo Saxon names that are really Biblical Hebrew.

[1] Sidney comes from the Hebrew SD. SD means the female breast that sustains all newborn infants. You Sidney sustain not only newborn accountants, but all accountants as can be seen from the awards you received.

[2] SI is also mentioned in Proverbs 8:21. “Lehanchil Ohavai Yesh Veotzraihem Amalai” “To have my beloved inherit YESH and their treasures will I fill.”

Your name Sidney is divided. We will focus on the first two letters SI. We will read the letters backward since Hebrew is read from right to left.

IS -I=Yud= and S= Shin =SH Together Yud Shin = Yesh. God promises to have his loved ones inherit Yesh =Eternity =Truth=Real Meaning=Meaningful life. The study of all the tractates of the Talmud concludes Talmud at the end of Ukzim Chapter 3 Mishneh 12 God will inherit
to every Tzadik a Just Person a Mench 310 worlds 310 represent the numerical value of the letters Shin =300 + Yud =10 = 310.

Every person should have a sense of self worth. He/She should state “beshvili nivro hoolom”. Because of me the world was created.”

However the Tzadik has not only I world but 360.

You Sidney are a Tzadik and will have 360 worlds.

[3] The last letters of your name DNEY =The Hebrew name of God. The missing beginning letter of A is constructively understood.
ANN AWILDA

NOT A TRIFLE OF BLEMISHES
UNJUST BEHAVIOR THE PERFECT L
RIGHTeous LADY

Scripture
Psalms 92: “URI VELO AVLOSO[AWLDA]
BO”

“God ] IS MY BASTION OF
STRENGTH. HE HAS NO
UNRIGHTeouses”
ORTELIO
SPLIT

OR=LIGHT
TEL= CITY
IO= GOD
PABLO

SPLIT

AB=FATHER

LO=NO

A PERSON WHO ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY HE IS A FATHER FIGURE. HE IS SURE IF HIMSELF. HE DOES NOT HESITATE TO SAY NO IF HE BELIEVES SOMETHING IS WRONG
MARCELA

MAR = BITTER
MR = YOUNG MAN
MRC = THE C CAN CONSTRUCTIVELY BE WRITTEN AS AN S = MRS = MARRIED WOMAN
EVERY MR AND EVERY MS SHOULD AIM TO GET MARRIED AND HAVE A FAMILY.

SCRIPTURE
GENESIS 1:28
“A YEVORECH OSOM PRU UREVU UMILU ES HOORETZ ”

“ND GOD BLESSED ADAM AND EVE BE FRUITFUL AND POPULATE THE EARTH “

RAQUEL
We will constructively add the letter B’ in front of RAQUEL and we get B’RAQ UEL = THAT MEANS BLESSED.

UEL = GOD

Or else blessed by God.

DEUTERONOMY 33:11; 33:41
"Blessed the man that trusts in God, and the man whose heart is steadfast, for he will not be joined to liars.

PSALMS 128:5 "You Be Blessed in the name of God"

CLARA

Cl = ALL

ARA = LIGHT

Or All Light

scripture

Genesis 1:3
"Vayomer elokim yehi Ohr vayehi Ohr ”
“And God said let there be light and there became [created] light"
susan

susan = great joy happiness

Scripture

“Od yishoma beorei Yehuda ubechutzos Yerushelayim kol SUSAN vekol simcho kol Chasan vekol Kallah”

“ And it will be heard in the cities of Judea and in the streets of the 4000 year old Jewish Old city of Jerusalem the great joy happiness the voice of a Jewish groom and the voice of a Jewish bride”

Jeremiah 33:10,11
Susana THE SAME AS SUSAN

Bernard

BER= SON
NAR = YOUNG MAN

SCRIPURE

“NAAR HOYISE VEGAM ZEKANTI VELO ROISIS TZADIK NEZOV VEZARO MEVAKESH LOHEM”

“A YOUNG MAN WAS I AND I BECAME
OLD. I NEVER SAW A TZADIK - A PERSON WHO ACTS JUSTLY AND HONESTLY - A MENTCH- WHO IS FORSAKEN ND HIS CHILDREN ARE HUNGRY FOR BREAD”

Scripture

Psalms 37:25

Steven
ST
EVEN

ST= THE LAST TWO LETTER OF THE HEBREW
ALPHABET. THEY ARE THE SHORTHAND TO DESCRIBE A RELIABLE TRUSTWORTHY PERSON

EVEN = A STONE A SOLID DEPENDABLE PERSON A RELIABLE PERSON
THEODORE

THEORE
THEO=GREEK THE STUDY OF THEOLOGY
HEBREW THE FIRST STEP IN THE CREATION OF THE COSMOS
“BERAISHES BORO ELOKIM ES HASHOMAYIM VEHOORETZ ”
“ IN THE BEGINNING GOD CREATED SHOMAYIM-
SPIRITUAL FORCES VEHOORETZ AND NONSPIRITUAL FORCES”
GENESIS 1:1

“VEHOORETZ HOYSO TOHU VEVOHU VEHOSECH AL PNAI HATEHOM”
“AND THE NON SPIITUAL FORCES WERE ENVELOPED IN TEHOM AN ENIGMA A MYSTERIOUS STATE AND
DARKNESS EXISTED ON THIS TEHOM—GENESIS 1:2

THE GREEK THEO HAS ROOTS IN THE BIBLICAL TEHOM

PHILOSOPHY IS NO MORE THAN SOPHISTRY. THERE DOES NOT EXIST ANY DEFINITIVE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD OR THE CREATION, IT IS DARKNESS GUESSWORK
AT BEST AND MURDER OF OTHERS WHO REFUSE TO ACCEPT YOUR PHILOSOPHY AT THE WORST.

ORE = LIGHT

WHEN A PERSON IS HONEST HE/SHE WILL REALIZE THAT THERE EXIST AREAS OF THOUGHT [GOD CREATION] THAT ARE
BEYOND HUMAN COMPREHENSION.

MADELAINE

WE WILL SPLIT MADELAINE INTO TWO WORDS
MAD
ELAIN
AND SPELL THE TWO WORDS BACKWARDS=

s4
DAM = BLOOD
ADM = ADAM - A HUMAN

NIALE =
“NETZECH ISREAL LO ISHAKER”
“THE ETERNAL OF ISRAEL DOES NOT LIE”
NILY EAL
THE SAME
SCRIPTURE SAMUEL 1 CHAPTER 15:29
George
George is pronounced dzorj= zrizutz =very dependable responsible precise and timely active to do good zealous Talmud Pesachim 89a Yalkut Deuteronomy 937 not to give way to emotion Targum
Jonathan xliii:31

JANET

REMOVE THE J=

ANET

SPLIT ANET=

AN

ET

AN=ANN = HANAH

57.
=COMPASSIONATE

T=

LAST LETTER OF HEBREW
ALPHABET= SHORTHAND
FOR DEPENDABILITY
HONESTY ND WELL
ADJUSTED

JANE OR JAN

ANOTHER FORM FOR
JANET

ELIZABETH
SPLIT INTO

ELIZA

BETH

ELIZA = JOYFUL

SCRIPTURE

ISAIAH 23:7
"HAZOS LOCHEM ALIZA MIMAI KEDEM KADMOSO YEVELAH RAGLEOH MAROCHUK LOGUR"

"Is this your fate citizens of the joyous city? She whose antiquity is from the distant past. Her own feet shall carry her afar to live"

People themselves seal their own fate by their deeds or their passive behavior.

Beth = daughter

Liz a shortened form of Aliza
MEGAN

MEGAN = A SHIELD

SCRIPTURE
FIRST BLESSING OF THE
AMIDAH PRAYER.
“MELECH OZER UMOSHIA
UMOGAN BORUCH ETC
MOGAN AVROHOM”
"GOD HELPS AND IS THE SAVIOR AND DEFENDS HE IS THE SHIELD OF ABRAHAM"

Proverbs 30:5
Psalms 18:30

"Magen Hu Lakol HaChosim"

Bo 1

"God is the shield to all who depend on Him."

"God helps those who help themselves."

One can not depend on miracles.

Miracles are very rare!

None have been seen since the time of Jesus Christ.

Our faith is in God's intervention.

One must depend on natural means!

NOT Miracles!!!"